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Learning Goals

Use programming to specify algorithms to computers

• Interact with user input through interpreter input and files

Understand how computers organize data at a low level

• Computers use folders and files to store data hierarchically

• Files store data in strings using specific formats



User Input



Getting Input from the User

Up until now, we've only written programs that draw input from the 
editor directly. But we can change this so that users can actively enter 
information while the program is running!

The built-in function input(msg) displays a message in the interpreter, 
lets the user type a response in the interpreter, and then returns the 
response as a string when the user presses enter.

name = input("Enter your name: ")

print("Hello, " + name + "!")



input() returns a string

Note that input() will always return a string- if we want to use a user's 
response as a number, we need to use type-casting to change it.

age = int(input("Enter your age: "))

print("You'll be", age + 1, "next year")

Note that the user sometimes enters unexpected whitespace at the 
beginning or end of a response. The built-in function s.strip()
removes any whitespace at the beginning and end of a string, which 
may prove useful!



Example: Guessing Game

Now that we have input(), we can start programming interactive programs! 
Let's begin with a guessing game.

To let the program think of a random number between 1-10, we need to 
implement randomness as well. We'll do this using the built-in library 
random. We'll talk about this library a lot more at the end of the semester.

import random
num = random.randint(1, 10)

You can find the code for the guessing game posted on the website after 
class.



Files



Files as Input

We're not limited to receiving input in real time from users. We can 
also parse input from files on the computer!

To do this, we first need to understand how files are represented in a 
computer system.



File Representation

Like every other data type we've discussed, files on your computer are 
represented at the lowest level as bytes. How the computer interprets those 
bytes depends on the file's filetype.

You can look at your own computer's files to see many different filetypes! 
.docx, .csv, .png, .py, .txt, etc., are all different encodings that can be used to 
interpret the contents of a file.

Your computer uses the file extension to determine which application should 
open it. The application also uses the extension to determine how it should 
read the file. If you use the wrong file extension or open with the wrong 
application, the application might show you nonsense instead!



Application Comparison

.docx in Microsoft Word .docx in Notepad



Application Comparison

.png in Image Viewer .png in Notepad



Byte Interpretation

When we try to open a .docx or .png file in Notepad, Notepad 
interprets it as if it were plaintext; in other words, it interprets each 
byte in the file as an ASCII (or Unicode) character. Since it isn't actually 
plaintext, most of the result looks like nonsense.

Most filetypes involve sophisticated encoding, which requires parsing. 
However, there are a few which are just represented as plaintext, 
including .txt, .csv, and .py. We can read and manipulate these types of 
files directly!



Files and Folders

It's important to note that all files are stored in folders, or directories. 
Folders can contain files, but they can also contain other folders. This 
makes a folder a hierarchical structure. We'll talk about this more in 
the Data Structures unit.

When you're working with files, always make sure you know which 
folder your file is located in! A sequence of folders from the top-level of 
the computer to a specific file is called a filepath.



Using Files in Python

To interact with a file in Python, we'll need to access its contents. We 
can do this by using the built-in function open(filepath). This will create 
a File object, which we can read from or write to.

f = open("sample.txt")

open() can either take a full filepath, or it can take a relative path from 
the location of the python file. It's usually easier to just put the file you 
want to read/write from in the same directory as the python file, so 
you can simply refer to the filename directly.



Reading and Writing

When we open a file, we need to specify whether we plan to read from or write to the file. This will 
change the mode we use to open the file.

f = open("sample.txt", "r") # read mode

text = f.read() # returns a string

f = open("sample2.txt", "w") # write mode

f.write(text) # writes a string to the file

Only one instance of a file can be kept open at a time, so you should always close a file once you're 
done with it.

f.close()



Example: Script Manipulation

Let's write some code with files! Say you've been given a script for a play you're in, 
and you want to identify all of the lines that your character has.

Task 1: given a filename of a script, count the number of lines a character has in the 
script. Assume lines are always of the format 

Name: line that they speak

Task 2: given a filename of a script, generate a new file containing only the lines 
and cue lines for a given character.

Check the course website after class for the solution.



Learning Goals

Use programming to specify algorithms to computers

• Interact with user input through interpreter input and files

Understand how computers organize data at a low level

• Computers use folders and files to store data hierarchically

• Files store data in strings using specific formats


